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"COASTAL COMMAND"

FIlM PILOT'S TOUGH TRIP

A flight of three hours through cloud, the threat of a hurricane ahead

and the search for the only aerodrome open to him within hudreds of miles,

were among the experiences that befell the pilot and crew of a Hudson of

Coastal Command recently.

The morning was clear when the pilot, P/O John Tod Raynor was sent

out from an Iceland aerodrome to do an "ice recco." - reconnaissance of the

ice conditions along the Greenland coast and the northern part of the Denmark

straits.

One hour later a liberator, several hundred miles away, reported that

a hurricane was headed for Iceland and would strike the island not -long

after nightfall.

An immediate message was sent recalling the Hudson.

"I didn’t get the message," said Raynor, "until we were already over

Greenland, Up till then it hod boon a -pleasant trip. We had- sighted a polar

bear on an iceberg off the coast but we couldn’t got close enough to photograph
him. The noise of our engines must hove frightened him and he dived into,the

sea.

"Then we came across 0. little fishing .village and circled it. The

inhabitants must have thought we were hostile for they quickly ran up a Danish

flag. We came lower and tiny saw the British markings and the people in the

streets cheered and waved to us. Further inland we saw two trappers making
holes in the ice to fish in.

"Then we turned for home and the trouble started. We ran-into cloud and

came down so low that our altimetre read zero, We switched on our lights and

saw their rays reflected on the water.

"I climbed", said Raynor, "until we were at 7,0OO feet and still, there was

cloud. So I Just held that height and flew blind towards home. When still

more than a hundred miles out I was told that the weather at my home base had

closed in and I should land at Reykjavik where the ’ceiling was 400 foot.

"As there were high mountains all around, we edged our way in very carefully

over the water. Suddenly, when we were at about 522 feet, the lights of Reykjavik
shone up through the fog and mist. I did. a tight turn over the aerodrome and

slipped the Hudson in. It would be putting it mildly to say that we were glad when

the.wheels touched down,"

Pilot Officer Raynor has more than 1,000 hours on Hudsons to his credit. He

has also acted as instructor inblind approach but found time to pilot one of the

Hudsons seen attacking the German surface raider "Dusseldorf" in the film "Coastal

Command,”
.


